CNM changed to signNow for its ease of use and adaptability

Central New Mexico Community College (CNM) is the state's largest community college with five campuses, a Workforce Training Center, and an Advanced Technology Center. The college's many departments and facilities are constantly signing and sending documents for signature.

**Key reasons they moved to signNow:**

- For its adaptability across the many departments and campuses
- signNow's cost effective pricing model and flexibility of usage (i.e. number of sends)
- Its fast and secure deployment
- User-friendly interface, which also increased adoption

**Results achieved with signNow:**

- CNM departments quickly streamlined student and staff interactions and satisfied all regulatory requirements.
- Employees were able to deploy signNow in minutes and instantly send documents for signing.
- Students could sign documents anytime, anywhere with the signNow mobile apps.
- Regardless of the variety of use cases across campus, users didn’t have to worry about signature invite limits.

"signNow helps us accommodate the needs of both our staff and students in all specific higher education use cases, like student disability contracts, accommodation statements, and student financial aid forms. And what is more important, signNow allows us to stay compliant with all regulatory requirements."

Tobe Phelps
Sr. Director of IT Innovation